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ABSTRACT:  38 

The gold standard for diagnosis of COVID-19 is detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA by RT-PCR. However, the 39 

effect of systematic changes in specimen viral burden on the overall assay performance is not 40 

quantitatively described. We observed decreased viral burdens in our testing population as the 41 

pandemic progressed, with median sample Ct values increasing from 22.7 to 32.8 from weeks 14 and 20, 42 

respectively. We developed a method using computer simulations to quantify the implications of 43 

variable SARS-CoV-2 viral burden on observed assay performance. We found that overall decreasing 44 

viral burden can have profound effects on assay detection rates. When real-world Ct values were used 45 

as source data in a bootstrap resampling simulation, the sensitivity of the same hypothetical assay 46 

decreased from 97.59 (95% CI 97.3-97.9) in week 12, to 74.42 (95% CI 73.9-75) in week 20. Furthermore, 47 

simulated assays with a 3-fold or 10-fold reduced sensitivity would both appear to be >95% sensitive 48 

early in the pandemic, but sensitivity would fall to 85.55 (95% CI 84.9-86.2) and 74.38 (95% CI 73.6-75.1) 49 

later in the pandemic, respectively. Our modeling approach can be used to better quantitate the impact 50 

that specimen viral burden may have on the clinical application of tests and specimens. 51 

  52 
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INTRODUCTION 53 

On February 4, 2020, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) declared a public health 54 

emergency and authorized the emergency use of in vitro diagnostics (IVD) for the detection of the 55 

severe acute respiratory coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Since this time, the number of emergency use 56 

authorizations (EUA) issued by the FDA, and the number of NAATs available for clinical use, have 57 

increased linearly. Currently, the required data for EUA are primarily those which describe the analytic 58 

sensitivity and specificity, and among available assays, these performance metrics are generally well 59 

described. The FDA only recently released (https://bit.ly/2RUL3R2) results of testing using a standardized 60 

panel of contrived viral samples, and a group recently compared assay limits of detection (LOD) using a 61 

quantitated set of viral standards.(1) Finally, there have been several method to method comparisons of 62 

SARS-CoV-2 testing.(1–14) However, at the time of this writing, the clinical performance of real-time 63 

reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) based assays remains a difficult metric to evaluate. 64 

The preferred method for a laboratory diagnosis of acute COVID-19 is an amplified RNA test, 65 

and RT-PCR is the most commonly used method. Among published reports of suspected clinical 66 

inaccuracies observed with SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR, both false positive and false negative results have been 67 

reported. False positive results can occur due to specimen contamination, but analytical false positives 68 

have been reported to the FDA. Much more concern has been focused on falsely negative results driven 69 

by variation in test sensitivity. There are many variables in the testing process which arguably influence 70 

the diagnostic sensitivity of RT-PCR-based assays. Preanalytical conditions which are often cited include, 71 

timing of sample collection relative to the duration of illness, severity of illness, sample collection site 72 

(e.g. nasopharyngeal swab (NPS), nasal swab), and sample collection technique.(15, 16) Collectively, 73 

these variables directly influence viral burden in clinical samples, and can therefore influence diagnostic 74 

test performance. From an analytical standpoint, as the viral burden in clinical samples approaches or 75 

passes the LOD, the probability of qualitative detection decreases. As a result, specimen viral burden is a 76 
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key component of overall test performance, both in the analytic and clinical aspects of assay 77 

consideration. 78 

The diagnostic sensitivity of a test method is thought to be fairly constant across time, but 79 

publications evaluating the performance of different COVID-19 diagnostic assays have demonstrated 80 

highly variable sensitivity even for commercial assays with constant procedures. Additionally, studies of 81 

different specimen types with potentially different viral burdens have not been consistent in their 82 

reported sensitivity.(15–18) This has profound implications for clinical decision making since different 83 

levels of assay sensitivity encompassing specimen, collector, and assay may be required for different 84 

clinical scenarios. 85 

As of December 2020, there is no commonly available and recognized reference material for 86 

quantitative viral load testing for SARS-CoV-2. Accordingly, the cycle threshold (Ct) value of real time RT-87 

PCR assays, when available, is the only widely available semi-quantitative indicator of viral burden, and 88 

Ct value is inversely proportional to viral burden in a given sample. The Ct value represents the number 89 

of completed PCR amplification cycles it takes for the fluorescent signal, denoting the target gene, to 90 

increase beyond a threshold for positivity.  Limitations of the Ct value include an inability to generalize 91 

between platforms, within-platform variability between laboratories, and the absence of available Ct 92 

values from some IVD instruments and analytical methods. Despite these limitations, using the Ct value 93 

to evaluate viral burden in clinical samples is a common clinical practice, and is often discussed in 94 

COVID-related literature as having potential as a prognostic indicator. In addition, it is often requested 95 

by clinicians to help explain discrepancies between provider clinical impression and a positive test result. 96 

However, there is limited evidence to support the widespread use of Ct values in these circumstances. 97 

From an analytic standpoint, the Ct value remains a primary determinant in producing a 98 

qualitative result. In addition, there are also emerging reports on how Ct values of the underlying 99 
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population may influence the diagnostic performance of an assay. In a recent study by Green et al., Ct 100 

values reported from samples where SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected and stratified by patients who 101 

received repeat testing versus a single test. Testing was performed on the Cobas 6800 assay, and 102 

between single and repeat testing cohorts, they observed 3.38 and 6.59% increases in Ct values for gene 103 

targets 1 and 2, respectively.(10) Accordingly, the authors note that this difference in viral burden can 104 

influence the clinical sensitivity of the assay. While there are emerging reports which discuss the effect 105 

of variable viral burden in samples with respect to patient-level diagnosis, the degree to which shifting 106 

Ct values may influence the diagnostic sensitivity has not been quantitatively described. 107 

During the initial weeks of the pandemic, we observed increasing rates of false negative results 108 

during validation experiments at our institution. Upon investigation we noted higher Ct values among 109 

the false negative samples.  While it is known that higher Ct values are less likely to be detected, there 110 

was a higher proportion of low viral burden specimens in our sample cohort relative to the beginning of 111 

the pandemic. Given the potential impact of viral burden on test positivity, we sought to quantitate the 112 

systematic distribution of Ct values in the tested population from our institution across epidemiologic 113 

weeks. Further, because it was not practical to do multiple comparisons across multiple platforms to 114 

reliably describe differences in assay performance due to changes in sample viral burden, we employed 115 

mathematical modeling to quantitatively describe this. To this end, we used publicly available data to 116 

develop a model of test performance characteristics corresponding to different viral burdens allowing 117 

probabilistic-based simulation of RNA detection for a hypothetical COVID-19 assay evaluated at different 118 

timepoints during the pandemic.  We then developed a computational model to simulate the 119 

assessment of RT-PCR clinical performance at our institution, using a bootstrap resampling method to 120 

describe variations in test sensitivity based upon different underlying assay performance assumptions. 121 

We hypothesize that mathematical modeling will demonstrate a temporal decay in diagnostic sensitivity 122 

as viral burden in clinical samples decreased.  123 
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 124 

METHODS 125 

SARS-CoV-2 RNA Molecular Testing 126 

Multiple molecular-based methods were used for detecting SARS-CoV-2 RNA during the observation 127 

period of this project. The platforms which performed more than 95% of testing within our healthcare 128 

delivery organization (HDO) included (1) the Panther Aptima SARS-CoV-2 Assay (Hologic; San Diego, CA) 129 

(2) the TaqPath COVID-19 Combo Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc; Carlsbad, CA), (3) the Xpert Xpress 130 

SARS-CoV-2 test (Cepheid; Sunnyvale, CA), and (4) a modified version of the CDC assay. The Xpert Xpress 131 

and Aptima SARS-CoV-2 testing were performed at different sites within a 5-hospital HDO in Connecticut 132 

and Rhode Island starting March 28, 2020 and May 15, 2020, respectively. All testing was performed 133 

within clinical laboratories consistent with the manufacturer’s instructions. The modified CDC assay was 134 

performed at a single laboratory within our HDO beginning on March 13, 2020. It was granted 135 

Emergency Use Authorization by the US FDA, and has been previously described.(2) The preferred 136 

specimen type across all platforms was a NPS collected in 3 mL of universal or viral transport medium 137 

(VTM), but other specimen types and collection methods were used as needed based upon supply and 138 

reagent availability. 139 

 140 

Data Collection and Analysis 141 

Retrospective laboratory test order and result data were extracted from our electronic health record 142 

(EHR) and laboratory information system (LIS). Row-level data, indexed by container ID, included test 143 

result interpretation (e.g., ‘detected’, ‘not detected’, etc.), Ct value, test method, and a collection 144 

datetime stamp. Additional metadata included patient class (e.g., inpatient, outpatient, or emergency 145 

department) at the time of their encounter, specimen collection type, and the resulting laboratory. 146 
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Custom scripts for data processing and analysis were implemented in Python (version 3.7.4), and R 147 

(version 4.0.2). Linear regression of Ct values associated with each gene target was performed in 148 

GraphPad Prism (version 8.4.2) (GraphPad Software; San Diego, CA, USA). Ct value analysis was limited 149 

to the platforms which provide a Ct value for each gene target which included the modified CDC assay 150 

and the Xpert assay. Tests which were performed at reference laboratories – i.e., ‘send-out’ tests – were 151 

not included in the Ct value analysis. CDC epidemiologic week numbers are used throughout the entirety 152 

of this report. 153 

  154 

Standardized assay performance analysis 155 

Instructions for use (IFU) available on the US FDA website were reviewed on August 13, 2020. Limit of 156 

detection performance data were extracted from IFU if they met the following criteria: 1) The test was 157 

commercially available, 2) the test was an extracted RT-PCR assay, 3) at least 20 samples were tested at 158 

each concentration. Four assays met these criteria: Roche Cobas SARS-CoV-2, Abbott Alinity m SARS-159 

CoV-2 (Abbott Molecular Inc; Des Plaines, IL), Cepheid Xpert Xpress SARS-CoV-2, and Perkin Elmer New 160 

Coronavirus Nucleic Acid Detection Kit (Perkin Elmer; Waltham, MA). The LOD, concentration tested, 161 

number of samples tested, and number of samples detected were recorded for each assay. The data 162 

from the Roche and Perkin Elmer assays were presented by RT-PCR target, while the data for the Abbott 163 

and Cepheid assays were presented for the total assay. For the purposes of calculations and curve 164 

fitting, the LOD of the Cepheid assay was changed to 0.005 PFU/mL from the claimed LOD of 0.02 165 

PFU/mL since 95% of samples tested were positive at 0.005 PFU/mL. This revised LOD was consistent 166 

with probit analysis determined LOD (Data Not Shown). To control for different LODs and units of 167 

measure, each concentration tested was converted to a %-LOD. Individual samples with %-LOD greater 168 

than 250% were excluded from further analysis. The %-Detected was calculated for each assay or gene 169 
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target. The %-Detected was plotted versus the %-LOD, and non-linear regression analysis with an 170 

exponential plateau function (where; Ymin = 0 and Ymax = 100) was fit in GraphPad Prism. Additionally, the 171 

fraction detected was used to determine a probit value, probit versus Log(10) %-LOD was plotted, and 172 

linear regression was performed (GraphPad Prism v8). 173 

 174 

Test Performance Simulation Model 175 

The purpose of the model simulation was to determine – for a given cohort of positive samples – what 176 

fraction would be detected given the viral burden in the sample, and across the tested cohort, what is 177 

the calculated sensitivity. To this end, a function to calculate the probability of detection, on a per 178 

sample basis, was extrapolated from the non-linear regression model of the IFU data described above. 179 

Clinical performance of a hypothetical test was first simulated using Ct values from the modified CDC 180 

assay, pertaining to the N2 gene target. All N2 Ct values across the observational period, which were 181 

derived from a sample that was clinically reported as ‘detected’, were collected from the LIS (Figure 1A). 182 

These were subsequently collated into arrays and separated into groups by epidemiologic week (Figure 183 

1B). From each dataset, corresponding to an epidemiology week, individual samples and their 184 

corresponding Ct value were randomly selected using a bootstrap resampling method with replacement 185 

(Figure 1C).(19) The Ct value was then used as input for the probability function (P) (Figure 1D). The Ct 186 

value at the LOD (CtLOD) for the hypothetical assay for this simulation was defined as the viral 187 

concentration corresponding to N2 CtLOD = 35.0. Equation P yields a sum-to-one probability of ‘detected’ 188 

or ‘not detected’, wherein the probability was then used as input for a single binomial distribution 189 

function to return N (e.g., where a high P would be likely to return N = 1 (i.e., ‘Detected’) and a low P 190 

would be likely to return N = 0 (i.e., ‘Not detected’)) (Figure 1E). Output N was then compared with the 191 

ground truth (i.e., the clinical test result), which in this case was always ‘detected’, to determine if the 192 
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simulated result was a true positive or a false negative (Figure 1F). The total number of simulated true 193 

positives and false negatives were then used to calculate sensitivity for each epidemiologic week. This 194 

was repeated 100 times across all weeks to calculate the average, standard deviation, median, and 195 

interquartile range of the simulated sensitivity for each week.  196 

A second iteration of simulated sensitivity was carried out using Ct values from the Xpert Xpress 197 

SARS-CoV-2 assay, pertaining to the N2 gene target. The LoD for the hypothetical assay for this 198 

simulation was defined as the viral concentration corresponding to an N2 Ct value of 40.5, 38.85, and 199 

37.2, which correspond to the LoD of the Xpert assay, and a 0.5- and 1-Log reduction thereof. Ct values 200 

were then grouped by epidemiologic weeks which were representative of sample viral burden 201 

distributions at our institution during early and late time points during the pandemic. The simulation 202 

was repeated 100 times across CtLOD = 40.5, 38.85, and 37.2, and across selected weeks to calculate the 203 

average, standard deviation, median, and interquartile range of the simulated sensitivity for each week. 204 

 205 

RESULTS 206 

SARS-CoV-2 Testing: 207 

The observation period for this project was between March 15, 2020 and July 31, 2020 (corresponding 208 

to epidemiologic weeks 12 through 31). The flagship hospital for our HDO is located in New Haven, CT, 209 

and we were part of the “first wave” of COVID-19 infections in the USA. We implemented testing locally 210 

on March 13, 2020, with the first full week of testing occurring on week 12. COVID-19 positivity rates by 211 

PCR testing peaked at week 14 (approx. 30%). This peak has been followed by a long tail of reduced 212 

positivity in the setting of dramatically increased outpatient testing. Testing of inpatients and those in 213 

the ED has remained stable since early in the pandemic (Figure 2). 214 
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 215 

Ct Value Results: 216 

While monitoring test performance for quality purposes, we observed that Ct values generated by the 217 

available testing platforms, a laboratory developed variation of the CDC assay and the Cepheid 218 

GeneXpert Xpress, were increasing with time as the pandemic progressed. We wished to formally 219 

characterize this increase by tracking Ct values by week until mid-May 2020 (week 20), a period in which 220 

nearly all local testing was performed by one of these two assays. Indeed, Ct values for all gene targets 221 

increased with time (Figure 3A – 3D) such that the median Ct values for the N2 gene target increased 222 

from 22.7 to 32.8 and 26.0 to 34.8 for the CDC and Xpert assays from week 14 to week 20, respectively. 223 

When assessed by linear regression, the slopes for regression lines for all four gene targets were 224 

significantly greater than zero. In contrast, Ct values for an influenza A gene target from the Xpert Xpress 225 

Influenza A / Influenza B assay observed during the 2019 – 2020 influenza virus season, did not differ as 226 

the season progressed, and the slope of the best fit line was not significantly different from zero (Figure 227 

3E)(Supplemental Table 1)(Supplemental Figure 2). 228 

 229 

Determination of detection probability as a function of fraction of LoD 230 

We wished to determine the quantitative effect of rising Ct values on diagnostic test performance, but 231 

Ct values are not transmutable among assays. Quantitative viral burden measurements would facilitate 232 

comparisons among assays, but these are not widely done, and assay limits of detection can be 233 

measured in a variety of units that cannot be interconverted. We hypothesized that most extracted RT-234 

PCR assays would have similar behavior at and below the LoD. Additionally, we wished to derive a 235 

method wherein the probability of a single sample being reported as positive could be calculated based 236 

upon its Ct value compared to the CtLoD. 237 
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We reviewed instructions for use available on the FDA website for commercially available, 238 

extracted real-time RT-PCR assays for COVID-19. Data from assays that contained detailed LOD studies, 239 

as described in the materials and methods, were extracted, and four assays (Abbott Alinity m, Perkin 240 

Elmer, Roche cobas, and Xpert Xpress) met these criteria with individual gene targets from two assays (N 241 

and ORF1ab from Perkin Elmer and Target 1 and Target 2 from Roche cobas) being used.  Tested 242 

concentrations were converted to %-LOD to normalize across testing platforms and units of measure. 243 

Plotting %-detected v. %-LoD allowed us to fit an exponential plateau curve (Figure 4) to the data which 244 

had an R2 = 0.91 and constant (k= 0.028737) (Equation A): 245 

𝑃𝑃 =  100 − �100 ×  𝑒𝑒(−𝑘𝑘 × %𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿)� (A) 246 

%-LoD can be expressed as relationship between the Ctsample and CtLoD (B): 247 

%𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 100 ÷ 2�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠− 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿� (B) 248 

Accordingly, by substituting the %-LoD expression in terms of CtLoD , equation (C) relates the probability 249 

of viral RNA detection by RT-PCR (P) as a function of observed Ct value (Ctsample) and CtLoD, where k is a 250 

constant. 251 

 𝑃𝑃 =  100− �100 × 𝑒𝑒
�−𝑘𝑘 × �100 ÷ 2�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠− 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿���

� (C) 252 

 253 

Test Performance Simulation Results: 254 

Using equation (C) which relates the probability (P) of detecting a sample based on the relationship of 255 

Ctsample to CtLoD, we simulated the performance of a single hypothetical assay as observed viral burden 256 

among positive samples decreased as the pandemic progressed as summarized in Figure 1. Assuming a 257 
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relationship between LoD and Ct value is consistent within a given sample, samples with Ct values at the 258 

assay LoD should be detected 95% of the time, and samples with Ct values above the CtLoD should have a 259 

non-zero probability of detection that is inversely related to Ctsample (i.e., samples with Ctsample > CtLoD may 260 

be detected, but less than 95% of the time). Accordingly, for the simulated test performance of a 261 

hypothetical assay with a CtLoD corresponding to N2 Ct = 35 in the CDC assay, the simulated diagnostic 262 

sensitivity decreased from 97.59 (95% CI 97.3 to 97.9) in week 12, to 74.42 (95% CI 73.9 to 75) in week 263 

20. In addition, the coefficient of variation (CV) increased from 1.6% to 3.6% from week 12 to week 20, 264 

respectively. At week 16, the simulated diagnostic sensitivity fell below 95% with an average of 94.17 265 

(95% CI 94 to 94.4) (Figure 5). 266 

The second iteration of simulated test performance was carried out using Ct values of the N2 267 

gene target, measured by the Xpert Xpress SARS-CoV-2 assay and then grouped by epidemiologic weeks 268 

14 and 20. The CtLoD for the Xpert Xpress assay is available in the IFU, and we were able to simulate the 269 

performance of methods with the same relative LoD (CtLoD = 40.5) and hypothetical methods with 3-fold 270 

and 10-fold reduced LoDs, CtLoD = 38.85 and CtLoD = 37.2, respectively (Figure 6). The average simulated 271 

sensitivity for CtLoD = 40.5, 38.85, and 37.20, during epidemiologic week 14 was 98.71 (95% CI 98.5 to 272 

98.9), 97.33 (95% CI 97.1 to 97.5), and 95.79 (95% CI 95.6 to 96), respectively. During week 20, the 273 

average sensitivity for CtLoD = 40.5, 38.85, and 37.20 was 95.41 (95% CI 95 to 95.8), 85.55 (95% CI 84.9 to 274 

86.2), and 74.38 (95% CI 73.6 to 75.1), respectively (Figure 6). 275 

  276 
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DISCUSSION 277 

In this report, we describe a novel method for quantitatively describing the effect of variations of 278 

sample viral burden on clinical performance characteristics of molecular-based assays. Higher Ct values 279 

correlate with lower viral burdens, and lower viral burdens can lead to variable test performance. In 280 

most cases where RT-PCR testing is applied for viral diagnostics, viral burden can vary among patients, 281 

but we typically operate under the assumption that the relative distribution of viral burdens at any point 282 

in time should be relatively constant – i.e., average viral burden shouldn’t vary for patients with 283 

influenza in December, January, February or March, all things being equal. It is recognized that different 284 

patient populations may have different viral burdens (e.g. adult and pediatric patients for conventional 285 

respiratory viruses), but these factors are often controlled or reported in comparative studies of test 286 

performance. However, if viral burden varies in a systematic manner that is not controlled for or well-287 

known, test performance characteristics may vary substantially in unexpected ways.  288 

We found that Ct values systematically shifted upward (i.e. toward lower viral burdens) among 289 

samples tested within our HDO as the COVID-19 pandemic progressed in Connecticut. Conversely, the 290 

distribution of Ct values for influenza testing (Supplemental Table 1 and Supplemental Figure 2), did not 291 

change significantly over the course of the 2019 to 2020 flu-season (slope: 0.063 (95% CI -0.02 to 0.23)). 292 

We hypothesize that there are two primary reasons for the observed shift in SARS-CoV-2 gene target Ct 293 

values: 1) repeat testing of known positive patients later in disease when viral shedding is lower and 2) 294 

shifting of testing guidelines to test more patients with less severe symptoms. Repeat testing cannot 295 

explain all these changes, as GeneXpert testing at our institution is predominantly performed on newly 296 

admitted patients. Indeed, this observation likely warrants further investigation as to the underlying 297 

etiology and pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2. The primary focus of this report, however, was to develop a 298 

method to quantitatively describe the effect this observation may have on the diagnostic sensitivity an 299 

assay. 300 
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The LoD is defined as the concentration at which there is a 95% probability of amplification and 301 

detection of target nucleic acid. The second edition of the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute 302 

(CLSI) guideline EP17-A2 recommends probit analysis, a parametric statistical method for estimating the 303 

LoD based on observed detection rates and concomitant nucleic acid concentration data, but probit 304 

analysis would not allow us to back calculate discrete probabilities of detection each specimen.(21) 305 

Nonetheless, a probit regression was used to model the IFU LoD data which provided a good fit, with an 306 

R squared of 0.8767 (Supplemental Figure 1). Instead, we used an exponential method to fit publicly 307 

available LoD data to model the probability of detection for Ct values in our dataset. This allowed more 308 

flexibility by treating Ct values as continuous input variables for the test performance simulation which 309 

could be used to calculate a sum-to-one probability of detection using equation (A). In addition, the non-310 

linear regression resulted in a slightly more optimal R squared value of 0.9128. 311 

We assumed for our model that a 10-fold change in virus concentration would result in a shift of 312 

3.32 cycles across the entire analytical range. While this has been demonstrated for high viral burdens, 313 

samples with lower viral burdens near the LoD may not predictably behave in this manner. We also 314 

assumed that our baseline tests (e.g. LDT modified CDC assay and Xpert Xpress) were highly sensitive. 315 

Our internal comparisons among assays is consistent with this assumption, but more complex 316 

assumptions and/or models would be needed to extrapolate the performance of a more sensitive 317 

method from the data generated by a less sensitive method. Finally, we did not incorporate test 318 

specificity and potential false-positive results into our models. While this could be accomplished through 319 

assigning a probability of detection to negative specimens corresponding to a pre-determined false 320 

positive rate, it would not have a comparable set of data as that available for test sensitivity. 321 

While our analysis was performed on NP swabs, our modeling data has implications for different 322 

viral burdens associated with different specimen types. For example, if viral burdens are 5- to 10-fold 323 

lower in alternative specimens compared to NP swabs, then the overall clinical sensitivity of the same 324 
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assay would be expected to vary according to our model. Variations in viral burden with time would 325 

compound this change in performance, as well. Indeed, the modeling data presented in this report 326 

demonstrate how the rate of detection can vary significantly as the distribution of viral burden changes 327 

among samples tested, and this may explain the highly variable performance seen for some sample 328 

types such as nasal swabs and saliva.(17, 23) 329 

In order to interpret the effects of samples with lower viral burdens on test performance 330 

characteristics in publications, whether in comparisons between methods or sample types, rigorous 331 

reporting of study parameters as detailed in the STARD 2015 guidelines is necessary.(24) Moreover, 332 

compared to other studies of viral diagnostics, it is even more important for COVID studies to detail the 333 

provenance of the specimens used including dates of sample collection, explicit case-finding criteria, and 334 

local positivity rates. Currently, the literature predominantly reports on samples collected in late March 335 

to early May, when testing of asymptomatic patients was not as prevalent.(2, 3, 25) As the publication 336 

cycle progresses and studies from later months emerge, it will be important to observe for greater 337 

variation in performance characteristics as predicted by and demonstrated in this report. The Ct values 338 

of patient specimens are important data to contextualize study findings. However, Ct ranges alone are 339 

not sufficient due to the stochastic nature of detection near the LoD, and the proportion of specimens 340 

with a low viral burden as evidenced by higher Ct values is an important metric rather than simply the 341 

maximum observed Ct.(7) Subsequently, concordance and/or percent-positive-agreement analysis 342 

should be tied to ranges of Ct values from well-studied assays in order to properly assess assay 343 

performance on different patient populations. Broadly, these parameters will help guide the 344 

interpretation and applicability of study results for different institutions and potentially different clinical 345 

use case scenarios. 346 

More fundamentally, variation in assay performance over time may be partly attributable to 347 

changes in case definition. Whereas early in the pandemic case definitions included clinical criteria when 348 
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testing was more restricted, widespread testing of asymptomatic patients has led to laboratory test-349 

based case definitions. In lieu of a definitive diagnostic gold standard, high sensitivity methods have 350 

been used either individually or with other high sensitivity methods as part of a composite reference 351 

standard. Importantly, a single result arising from the use of only one high-sensitivity method as a 352 

reference standard may be limited by the stochastic nature of test performance near the LoD. Multi-353 

target assays are likely to be less susceptible to stochastic effects than single-target assays, but also 354 

introduce the need for studies to precisely define how each target result is translated into an overall 355 

positive or negative specimen result. Though marked discordance between high sensitivity methods at 356 

high Ct values has not been observed in several studies, discordance may emerge in data from later 357 

months in the pandemic.(2, 3, 7) These considerations again highlight the need to evaluate high 358 

sensitivity methods over time, individually and together, in order to capture variations in diagnostic 359 

sensitivity. 360 

Laboratory testing, particularly molecular-based assays, are often thought of being deterministic 361 

in nature when generating a result – i.e., if the RNA is present, it will be detected. Accordingly, if the test 362 

methodology is deterministic and stationary, we often think of test performance as stationary. However, 363 

as viral burden in the sample approaches the LoD, it is known that these tests exhibit more stochastic 364 

characteristics. At low concentrations of pathogen nucleic acid, chance can dictate whether target 365 

nucleic acid is captured in a pipet, bound during the extraction phase, efficiently eluted, or pipetted into 366 

the final reaction mixture. All of this complexity is combined to determine the probability of detection at 367 

and below the assay LoD. These data demonstrate how variations in characteristics of the underlying 368 

test population should be considered when considering the static nature or dynamic nature of test 369 

performance.  370 

  371 
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FIGURE LEGENDS: 444 

Figure 1: Flow diagram of test performance simulation model. (A) All N2 Ct values belonging to 445 

specimens which were clinically reported as ‘detected’ represent the parent distribution. (B) N2 Ct 446 

values are separated by epidemiologic week. (C) N2 Ct value is randomly selected from the Week 12 447 

distribution. (D) The selected N2 Ct value is used as input (Ctsample) to the probability function to 448 

calculate a sum-to-one probability (P). (E) P is used to randomly generate a label of ‘detected’ or ‘not 449 

detected’. (F) If the randomly generated label is ‘detected’, sample is classified as True Positive. If the 450 

randomly generated label is ‘not detected’, sample is classified as False Negative. (G) Sample is placed 451 

back into the original epidemiology week distribution. This process repeats 100 times per week across m 452 

number of epidemiologic weeks for a total of 900 calculations.   453 

Figure 2: (Left Y-axis) Number of unique SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR tests grouped by patient location. 454 

‘Inpatient’ represents a summation of samples collected from admitted patients or patients in the 455 

emergency department. (Right Y-axis) Number of unique SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR tests which were ‘positive’. 456 

Both data are grouped by CDC epidemiologic week numbers.  457 

Figure 3: Boxplots representing the Ct value distributions, grouped by epidemiologic week number, test 458 

method, and gene target. (A) Modified CDC assay N1 gene target. (B) Modified CDC assay N2 gene 459 

target. (C) Cepheid Xpert Xpress SARS-CoV-2 E gene target. (D) Cepheid Xpert Xpress SARS-CoV-2 N2 460 

gene target. (E) Cepheid Xpert Xpress Influenza A gene Target 1. Horizontal dashed lines represent the 461 

assay LOD.  462 

Figure 4: Composite test performance of commercial extracted RT-PCR assays for SARS-CoV-2. Available 463 

limit of detection (LOD) data were extracted from publicly available instructions for use (IFU) and 464 

normalized to %-LOD as described in methods. The %-Detected at each relative concentration was 465 
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calculated, plotted, and subjected to non-linear regression with an exponential plateau function with Y0 466 

= 0 and YM = 100%. Best fit line (solid line) and 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) are shown. 467 

Figure 5: Boxplots representing the distributions of simulated diagnostic sensitivity using Ct values, 468 

corresponding to N2 gene target, derived from samples tested by the modified CDC assay. Results are 469 

grouped by epidemiologic week number. The horizontal dashed line represents the theoretical LOD 470 

probability of detection: 95%.  471 

Figure 6: Boxplots representing the distributions of simulated diagnostic sensitivity using Ct values, 472 

corresponding to the N2 gene target, derived from samples tested by the Cepheid Xpert Xpress SARS-473 

CoV-2 assay. Results are grouped by epidemiologic week number and CtLOD per equation (C). The 474 

horizontal dashed line represents the theoretical LOD probability of detection: 95%.  475 
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Supplemental Table 1: Line of best fit equations and the associated 95% confidence intervals for the 
slope. Derived from a simple linear regression performed on the Ct values measured from ‘positive’ 
samples and the associated gene targets.  
 

Gene Target Equation Slope 95% CI 

CDC N1 Y = 1.169*X + 24.10 1.064 to 1.275 

CDC N2 Y = 1.340*X + 23.83 1.227 to 1.453 

Cepheid E Y = 1.046*X + 23.23 0.8610 to 1.231 

Cepheid N2 Y = 1.353*X + 25.62 1.169 to 1.537 

Flu A1 Y = 0.1036*X + 22.91 -0.02070 to 0.2280 
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Supplemental Table 2: Data extracted from commercial assay instructions for use. Roche cobas – Target 
2 concentration 0.003 TCID50/mL of 0.003 TCID50/mL was excluded based on outlier analysis. 
 

Assay LOD LOD 
Measure 

Conc 
Tested %LOD Detected Tested % Pos 

Alinity M 0.0037 TCID50/mL 

0.009 243.2% 24 24 100.0% 
0.003 81.1% 22 24 91.7% 
0.001 27.0% 13 20 65.0% 

0.0003 8.1% 6 24 25.0% 

Perkin Elmer (N Gene) 24.9 cp/mL 

34.25 137.6% 19 20 95.0% 
17.13 68.8% 18 20 90.0% 
8.56 34.4% 11 20 55.0% 
4.28 17.2% 8 20 40.0% 
2.14 8.6% 5 20 25.0% 

Perkin Elmer (ORF1ab) 9.3 cp/mL 

20.93 225.1% 20 20 100.0% 
10.46 112.5% 19 20 95.0% 
5.23 56.2% 13 20 65.0% 
2.62 28.2% 11 20 55.0% 
1.31 14.1% 7 20 35.0% 
0.65 7.0% 3 20 15.0% 

Roche Cobas (Target 1) 0.007 TCID50/mL 
0.009 128.6% 21 21 100.0% 
0.003 42.9% 8 21 38.1% 
0.001 14.3% 8 21 38.1% 

Roche Cobas (Target 2) 0.004 TCID50/mL 

0.009 225.0% 21 21 100.0% 
0.001 25.0% 11 21 52.4% 

0.0003 7.5% 3 21 14.3% 
0.0001 2.5% 2 21 9.5% 

Xpert Xpress 0.005 PFU/mL 

0.005 100.0% 21 22 95.5% 
0.0025 50.0% 20 22 90.9% 
0.001 20.0% 11 22 50.0% 

0.0005 10.0% 10 22 45.5% 
0.0003 6.0% 4 22 18.2% 

Abbreviations: cp = Copies; LOD = Limit of detection; mL = milliliter; PFU = Plaque forming units; Pos = 
Positive; TCID50 = Median Tissue Culture Infectious Dose;  
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Supplemental Figure 1: Composite test performance of commercial extracted RT-PCR assays for SARS-
CoV-2. Available limit of detection (LOD) data were extracted from publicly available instructions for use 
(IFU) and normalized to Log %-LOD as described in methods and plotted against probit units determined 
using GraphPad Prism v8. Best fit line (solid line) and 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) are shown. 
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Supplemental Figure 2: Boxplots representing the Ct value distributions for Ct values derived from the 
Cepheid Xpert Xpress Influenza A / Influenza B assay during flu-season 2019 to 2020. Results are 
grouped by epidemiologic week number and gene target. Horizontal dashed lines represent the assay 
LOD. 
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